PATHS NEWSLETTER

Did You Know?

Would you like additional career information on careers in market research like this Cinema & Media Studies PhD position? Read more about the position and see other job postings at the website.

EVENTS AND PROGRAMS

Career Center: Research Career at Three Tanks with Janet Young

PATHS Virtual Tours: Exploring Career & Arts in Publishing

Career Office at UChicago

EVENTS IN THE LIBRARY

The Hanna Holborn Gray Collections Review Graduate Student Fellowship will work collaboratively with the Library Collections, the Hanna Holborn Gray Review Fellowship, and the Grey Collections Review Graduate Student Fellowship to diversifying the English & American Literature collections, the Hanna Holborn Gray Collections Review Fellowship, and the Grey Collections Review Graduate Student Fellowship. To apply for this fellowship, you must have a strong command of French and an interest in helping to assist the work on decolonizing and gaining a better understanding both the theory and practice of public history as well as materials relevant to the diversity of academic institutions in France. Applicants must be US citizens. Interested? Visit Paths@uchicago.edu for more details (ID# 73001-005).

Application Deadline: November 19, 2021

COURSES

Public History: From Manuscripts to Memory with Professor Alice Goff

Expanding the Historical Record: The French Heritage Society at Think Tanks with Yubing Sheng

Classroom and Campus: Practical Application of Public History in the Library with Professor Alice Goff

JOBS AND INTERNSHIPS

Marketing Coordinator, Interns (Off-Site Press)

French Heritage Society Internships

James Woodruff Special Library Collections, Reference Librarian

Did You Know?

Are you looking to join the ranks of think tanks? RSVP at GRAD Gargoyle for a virtual conversation with Professor Alice Goff to learn more. Program kicks off Nov. 2, 2021; 11-noon CT; Online via Zoom.

OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS AND PROGRAMS

GRAD Gargoyle: Mentoring 101 (Hybrid): Wednesday, Nov. 10; 12:30-1:30pm CT; GRAD HQ (3rd floor of the UChicago Bookstore); Register in UChicagoGRAD: Advising Appointment (left-hand bar) -> Request New Appointment. To make an appointment, visit UChicagoGRAD Career Advising at GRAD HQ. During the late mornings and early afternoons of December 2021 to Professor Alice Goff students and postdocs at UChicago GRAD can meet with alumni and learn more about the importance of lifelong career development. Register in UChicagoGRAD: Advising Appointment (left-hand bar) -> Request New Appointment. To make an appointment, visit UChicagoGRAD Career Advising at GRAD HQ. During the late mornings and early afternoons of December 2021 to Professor Alice Goff students and postdocs at UChicago GRAD can meet with alumni and learn more about the importance of lifelong career development.

PATHS NEWSLETTER

PATHS is a Mellon-funded initiative that helps PhD students and postdocs in the humanities and humanistic social sciences chart a course toward careers in academia, industry, nonprofits, and government. This newsletter features events and programs, job and internship opportunities, and career insights. To receive our emails, add us to your address book.

Subscribe to our email list.
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